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COPA LIBERTADORES ROOM 
Objective: 

To know the state of situation and context of housing cooperatives, seeking to 

promote regional actions with contributions of cooperatives to the construction of 
sustainable cities and communities. 

Context: 

Housing Cooperatives are part of the historical "families" of the cooperative 

movement, knowing about the state of development in which it is in the region of the 
Americas along with experiences and state of affairs of other continents will contribute to 
the development of this sector.  

That is why an activity has been organized that seeks to delve into the situations and 

needs of the sector and then advance in the approach of actions that will seek to be built 
collectively in a regional manner. 

Methodology:  

The activity will be developed in two blocks, the first, will present cooperative 
experiences with which it will interact through the moderator and exchange with the 
participants. In a second block, all those who are part of the activity will work at tables 
seeking to give answers to questions raised by the organizing team. 

 

  



 

SDG 11: Housing Cooperatives for Sustainable Cities and Communities 

Living room Copa Libertadores Day October 26 

Moderator Alejandro Domostoj Rapporteur Bruno Martinez, Ana Limenza 

Presenter Jorge Cabral   

Timetable Thematic exhibition Intended responsible 

14-00 a 14-05  Welcome member of the Board of Directors of 

Cooperatives of the Americas 
To be designated by 

organizers. 

14-05 a 14-10  Presentation of the activity Person designated by Org. 

Paraguay 

14-10 a 14-15 Methodological presentation Moderator 

14:15 a 15:15  Panel II, Housing Cooperatives, Local Responses to 

the Problems of the Americas. 
  

Puerto Rico Context Carmen Rosado 

Context Argentina Carlos Mansilla 

Context Chile Mauricio de la Barra 

Context Uruguay To be appointed by por 

Cudecoop 

15:15 a 15:45 Panel I, Housing cooperatives and sustainability, 

regional and global situation and perspectives. 

 

A look from the Americas 
 

15-45 a 16-00  Space for exchange between participants   

16-00 a 16-30  Coffee break 

16-30 a 17-30  Workspace, perspectives and contributions of 
Housing Cooperatives to sustainability, looking to 

the future 

  

17-30 a 17-45  Presentation of workspace results Designated rapporteurs, 

17-45 a 17-55  Presentation of the activity report Pending definition 
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